STUDENT REFERRAL SCHEME

TUM Asia's Master of Science programmes are delivered at the highest international standards. Students enjoy a diverse and vibrant learning environment where they are taught by the world’s best professors from TUM, NTU and NUS.

Students are admitted into our programmes based on a robust and rigorous admissions process, administered by faculty members of the Technical University of Munich (TUM) and our partner universities. The students and graduates from TUM Asia grow into highly motivated individuals with a strong desire to learn and acquire new knowledge.

Therefore it is with confidence that we can count on our students and alumni to invite peers for the same quality of education at TUM Asia. We will be pleased to reward you for successful referrals based on the terms of this Student Referral Scheme.

Who can be the referrer?

This scheme allows all TUM Asia's matriculated students and alumni to be referrers for peers who are interested to apply for the TUM Asia's Master of Science programmes.

Staffs of TUM Asia and of the related Universities are exempted from the eligibility of becoming referrers.

How will the referrer be rewarded?

The referrer will be awarded S$ 800.00 (Eight Hundred Singapore Dollar) for a referred student's successful admission and matriculation to a TUM Asia Master of Science degree programme. The referrer and referred students are also expected to meet all terms and conditions.

How does it work?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Administration</th>
<th>Please inform the referred student to declare under the section “Declarations” that he/she was referred, by selecting “Yes, by a student/alumni” and indicate the referrer’s name and details in his/her online application form during the online application period between 15 October 2018 to 31 March 2019.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>TUM Asia will not be able to reveal any information about the application status of the referred student(s) at any point in time to the referrer. Once the student is matriculated with TUM Asia, the referrer will be informed about his/her successful referral.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discretion</td>
<td>TUM Asia will have complete discretion and the sole right to reject any application or student’s matriculation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward and Payment</td>
<td>The reward will be set as a one-time payment of 800 Singapore Dollars to the referrer. The method of payment will be at the sole discretion of TUM Asia.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Terms and Conditions**

- The referrer must be matriculated in a previous intake and cannot be from the same intake as the referred student. If the referred student has deferred from a previous intake, which is the referrer’s intake year, the referral is invalid.
- A student can only be referred by one (1) referrer, whose name and details will be required to be stated.
- A referrer can refer a maximum of two (2) referred students per intake.
- Both the referred student and the referrer are expected to act with honesty and integrity when applying for the TUM Asia Student Referral Scheme. Any fraudulent or coercion methods used to abuse the Scheme will void the commission reward. Legal action may be taken if illegal soliciting methods have been used.
- The referrer is aware that the commission reward will be paid only if the referred student has successfully completed the necessary steps to be a matriculated student of TUM Asia. If any of the following conditions have not been met, the referrer will not be able to claim the reward.
  - The referred student has completed all matriculation processes and has successfully enrolled into a Master of Science programme administrated by TUM Asia.
  - The referred student has completed the full payment of his or her tuition fees for the first semester of his or her programme.
- The commission reward will be paid to the referrer’s account details as indicated by the referrer. The referrer is solely responsible for the accuracy of the entered data.
- The reward will be credited after the referred student and the referrer have cleared all verification checks, including the verification of the referred student’s matriculation status and the clearance of his or her first semester’s tuition fees.

**Disclaimer**

TUM Asia may amend or terminate the Student Referral Scheme at any time. This will not affect any antecedent claims of the referrer. This Student Referral Scheme is only valid for the AY1920 Master of Science programmes’ admissions period (15 October 2018 – 31 March 2019).

- END -